
Tyler Cohen Wood is an internationally recognized technologist and thought
leader with over 21 years of highly technical experience, including 13 of which
were spent working for the Department of Defense (DoD). She sits on several
global advisory boards such as the Global Cybersecurity Association, EC-Council
Incident Handlers global board amongst others.
She is the Co-Founder of the startup, Dark Cryptonite, which is working on leading-
edge U.S. patent-pending technology to revolutionize the way governments and
businesses operate, making data virtually 100% safe from cyber terrorism and
information warfare. Dark Cryptonite utilizes advanced blockchain algorithms and
zero trust models with the goal of being the world's first 'All Digital Bunker'.
Tyler is also the Founder and CEO of MyConnectedHealth Inc., a unique global
health care platform that connects the best of technology (AI, ML), healthcare,
and secure patient crowd data to strategically diagnose and treat disease. Tyler
also hosts a live talk show called “MyConnectedLife” on the Voice America
network that discusses cybersecurity, health-tech, fintech, and all the latest cyber
hot button issues.
Tyler has worked in the private sector as a Director of the Cyber Risk Management
group at AT&T, using thought leadership and her cybersecurity expertise to
develop new and inventive solutions to protect customers from hackers and the
ever-increasing cyber threat landscape.
Prior to that, Tyler worked at the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) under the
DoD, serving as a Senior Intelligence Officer, Deputy Cyber Division Chief of the
Special Communications Division, and the DIA Science and Technologies
Directorate-selected Cyber Subject Matter Expert (SME). While at...

Testimonials

Tyler Cohen Wood

Tyler Cohen was amazing so good and creative and really interactive.

- Humana.

Tyler Cohen Wood was amazing, so good and creative, and really interactive.
She provided a fun way of teaching. I felt like a detective! 

- Humana Inc. .
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